Expert Reader - Book 3
Chapter 10 - Reading

by Elen Fernandes

Chapter 10 - Being an Author

I have always wondered why authors write. I guess there are
many reasons and situations. Sometimes they are inspired to
write stories. Other times they write to provide information
about an interesting topic or occasion.
But I guess authors write to convince us about something.
Whatever the circumstances, authors have reasons for writing,
the main reason must be to entertain, to inform, and to
persuade the readers, don´t you think?
I always wanted to write something that interests other people.
It is not an easy thing to do because there are all different kinds
of people and they all have different interests.
Can you think about the last time a story made you laugh, cry,
or tremble with fright?
I am sure all the stories are written with a particular purpose in
mind and it can only be to entertain the reader. I would like to
be able to write many kinds of stories to entertain, including
humorous fiction, realistic fiction, fairy tales, and fables. That
would be great to have this much creativity.

ADJECTIVE
Inspired
Interesting
Humorous
Realistic

VOCABULARY
Wondered
Topic
Occasion
Convince
Circumstances
Main reason
Entertain
Inform
Persuade
Laugh
Tremble
Mind
Fiction
Fairy tales
Fables
Whatever

cont.
Sometimes authors write because they want to convince their
readers about something and this is called argumentative or
persuasive writing. Oftentimes, texts that are meant to persuade
use specific techniques to make the reader care about the subject,
and to think about it in a certain way. These techniques might be
found in letters to the editor, argumentative essays, or persuasive
speeches.
Next time you read a text, see if you can figure out what the author
is trying to tell you. It might be easier than you think. Just ask
yourself: What is the author’s purpose?

ADJECTIVE
Argumentative
Persuasive
Specific
Certain
Easier

VOCABULARY
Convince
Care
Found
Essays
Speeches
figure out
Yourself

Expert Reader - Book 3
Chapter 10 - Structure

by Elen Fernandes

STRUCTURE:
- Main reason = ( First/important) - The main reason we are here today is to discuss the
importance of learning English as a second language.
- I guess = ( introduces a supposition)

– I guess I need to study more.

-Figure out = ( to solve something) – Looking closely, now I can figured out my homework
assignment.
- To provide information = ( To give someone sth they need) – This booklet provides useful
information about local services.
- I would like to = ( to want sth) – I would like to learn how to express my opinion in English.

- In a certain way = (In a definite and final form) - TV and mass media made it really easy to
spread ideas in a certain way.

- Interesting =( holding the attention) – This book is really interesting.
- Humorous = (funny) – She enjoys reading humorous stories.
- Realistic = ( real ) – Life cannot be based only on hopes and assumptions, sometimes realistic
decisions are needed.
- Argumentative = ( Tends to disagree) – Paul is not good with teamwork. He’s too
argumentative.
- Persuasive = ( convincing) – The President’s speech was very informal ,but with very
persuasive arguments.
- Easier = ( with little effort) – Learning English can be easier if you study a little every day.

NEW VOCABULARY:
Entertain = ( to provide amusement) - Her stories entertain us.
Wondered= ( to think curiously) - I've always wondered if we evolved from monkeys, how
come there are still monkeys in the earth.
Mind =(part of a person by which one think, feels, etc) - She has a very logical mind.
Fairy tales = ( a magical story for children) – When I was a child my mom used to read fairy
tales to me.
Essays – ( a short composition) – I want to study at Harvard university, but to get accepted I
need to write an excellent admission essay.
Yourself – (reflexive form of you) – Love yourself and be proud of everything you do.
Whatever = ( all possible) – Whatever happens, I´ll be there for my class.

Expert Reader - Book 3
Chapter 10 – Step by Step

by Elen Fernandes

Chapter 10 - Being an Author

I have always wondered why authors write. I guess there are many reasons and situations.
Sometimes they are inspired to write stories.
wondered - I was wondering if you want to go with me.
Other times they write to provide information about an interesting topic or occasion.
to provide information
But I guess authors write to convince us about something. Whatever the circumstances,
authors have reasons for writing, the main reason must be to entertain, to inform, and to
persuade the readers, don´t you think?
convince us
Whatever the circumstances
I always wanted to write something that interests other people.
I always wanted

cont.
It is not an easy thing to do because there are all different kinds of people and they all
have different interests.
different kinds of
Can you think about the last time a story made you laugh, cry, or tremble with fright?
made you laugh, cry, or tremble
I am sure all the stories are written with a particular purpose in mind and it can only be to
entertain the reader.
a particular purpose
I would like to be able to write many kinds of stories to entertain, including humorous
fiction, realistic fiction, fairy tales, and fables. That would be great to have this much
creativity.
That would be great

Cont.

Sometimes authors write because they want to convince their readers about something
and this is called argumentative or persuasive writing.
persuasive writing
Oftentimes, texts that are meant to persuade use specific techniques to make the reader
care about the subject, and to think about it in a certain way.
Oftentimes

These techniques might be found in letters to the editor, argumentative essays, or
persuasive speeches.
might be found
Next time you read a text, see if you can figure out what the author is trying to tell you.
figure out
It might be easier than you think. Just ask yourself: What is the author’s purpose?
ask yourself

